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Chris Cornell Wikipedia
April 19th, 2019 - Early life Cornell was born Christopher John Boyle on July 20, 1964 in Seattle, Washington where he was raised. His parents are Edward F. Boyle, a pharmacist of Irish Catholic background, and Karen Cornell, an accountant and psychic of Jewish background. After his parents divorce when he was a teenager, Chris and his siblings adopted their mother's maiden name Cornell as their surname.

Rhythm Changes Wikipedia
April 17th, 2019 - In jazz and jazz harmony, rhythm changes refer to the 32-bar chord progression occurring in George Gershwin's song I Got Rhythm. The progression uses an AABA form with each A section based on repetitions of the ubiquitous I vi ii V sequence or variants such as iii vi ii V and the B section using a circle of fourths sequence based on iii7 vi7 ii7 V7. A progression which is sometimes
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